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The testing of abilities in Africa, until after the 
Second World . War, was largely comparative in nature and theor
etical in its approach. It . was designed to illustrate differ
ences between ethnic groups and their respective cultures. 
Applied research, where emphasis was placed on the relation~ 
ship of the individual to his peers has been the result of 
the need to classify and use African labour in primary and 
secondary industry and lately, to cope with the problems of 
selecting from a large number of primary school leavers, 
those who could most benefit from further .schooling . 

It is this particular problem of secondary school 
selection in Rhodesia that taxes the Mental Ability Survey 
being conducted by the University College of Rhodesia and 
Nyasaland . This paper sets down gome of the results of the 
work so far, comments upon their practical significance and 
perhaps adds something to· the long line of theory that has 
developed out of the early anthropolog ical approaches to 
testing . 

The project began in discussions between the Institute 
of Education and Department of .hfrican Education conducted 
late in 1961 . In March 1962 funds were raised* and approval 
given for a pilot · study, completed in . July, 1962, and for a 
large scale exercise designed to examine the structure of the 
traditional qualifying examination (henceforth Q), its 
predictive efficiency; and to assess the contribution of t ests 
of general ability to the selection procedure which had, before 
this; been based on the raw score totals of t}:le Q. The work, 
it was agreed, should be purely experimental . At present, 
the large-scale field work is complete, and the data are 
being processed for computation . There remains the systematic 
validation of the measures used. The remarks that follow are 
based on the Pilot Study and the 1962 Q results for the 
sampJ:e ·. and the experience g ained in administering the tests 
to over 2 ,000 children. The practical problema of carrying 
out this exercise ·wi ll be discusse~ first . 

The Pilot Study was p lanned to help choose .from a battery 
~f tests thos~ that could best be used on a larger scale . 
Accordingly, a shor t list of t e sts was drawn up with reference 
to the Report issued by C.C.T.A. (1962) . They included Raven 's 
Progressive Matrices (1938), Morrisby ' s Compound Series and 
Numerical l.bility, all non-verbal tests; and N. I . P . R. + Spiral 
Nines and Mental l~lertness, which are verbal . From these, it 
was deci ded on the basis of the resul t s shown in Appendix iL 
to persist with Raven's Progressive Ma+.rices and N. I .P. R. 
Spiral Nines, ~nd to add to these an untried Eng lish achieve
ment series, the Vocabulary, Comprehe nsion and Spellirt8 Tests 
of the N.I.P . R. Normal Battery. 
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Even in this small exercise the problems of Sampling, 
Administration and of finding suitable criteria for assessing 
validity were encountered sharply - and they were to be met 
again in the larger study . Let us take each of these in turn . 

The pilot study sam_ple was who.lly urban , and for a reason 
that is only apparent when one understands that the policy of 
the African Education Department in Southern Rhodesia has been 
to provide, as a social measure , places for as many of the u r ban 
children who present themselves for schooling as i~ possible . 
This means that in the urban Standard 6 classes the -range of 
ability is wider than anywhere else in the Territory, because 
of the relatively unselected nature of the pupils in them. 
Hence .it was postulated that the range of scores on the tests 
would include those likely to be made by pupils in all types 
of s chools, except perhaps , ·at the upper end of the range , where 
only the most selective mission boarding sOhoo l s migh t differ . 
The samp l~was then chosen at random from the school rolls of 
the five schools in Harare township , Salisbur-y, every third 
child being selected . In one school however, as the childr e n 
were unstreamed , a single class was taken , a decision that had 
important consequences, since it was realised that here was an 
opportunity to study the effect of variance in marking and 
teachers 1 assessments in one class where the processes were 
handled by one man only , compared with the other schools , where 
three or even four teachers were concerned in the marking of 
school examinations and in assessing _the groups of children 
drawn at random from the school population . The criteripn 
finally used foi concurrent validity was the school mock Q 
papers in mid-year~ and which previous probes in 1961 and 1962 
had shown to have validities of . 78 and . 60 respectively , with 
first term marks in Form I in one Government school . The sample 
figure levelled out at 204 children . 

The larger study took place in Mashonaland, the central 
region of Southern Rhodesia, since ·it had 12 secondary schools , 
including urban Junior secondary day schools and thus offers 
a large follow- up .population . The sampling mode l, then , was 
based on the school as the unit . It was known that wide diffe ~. 
ences in types of school existed through the region . Each~ 
it seemed , had to be represented in the final analysis . Geogra
phic~lly, ~oo, the schools were widespread, introducing a se c ond 
important factor.. Hence the schools were · classified by Distric t 
Commissio.ners' areas, graded by the Inspectorate, and· a sampl e 
was chosen with reference to area and grade , completing a group 
of 31 schools and, finally, 1,819 pupils, representing one third 
of schools presenting candidates for the "Q" examina t ion i n 1962• 

The acceptance of the widely held principle of the i~ter
dependence of g eneral ability and school achievement for the 
realisation of both, synthesised admirably by Vernon ( 1960 ) made 
this samplin.g. model a necessity , r.nd tl;l. e deyision . is furtb.er · 
strengthened b:y the evi~e:r;ce . of' Davis { 1.92.S.) and Sc~mid t .l !- ~69.) 
wiho demo~sttrl;l.t~ the pos~ t~ ve rela t:j.onshi p oetw~en leXlgth _Qf s .chool-

ng and :~.n .e.ll1:-genee that scores w~th groups or Am-er~can Negroes· 
and Natal Indi~ns respectively . Furthermore , the researches 
of Hartson (1936), Sutherland (19,51} and Alon- Bakaliar ( 1952 ) 
show that the type of school, 'its curridular emphasis an d the 
heterogeneitJ , O~ ita pupils, may all exert their influence on 
performance in achievement and intellige~ce tests . If such is 
the case in societies where the extra-mural c• lture reinforces 
the learni~g .ha,bi.ts and conceptual manipulation required for 
high academic aptitude and skill , how much more must it be so 
in Africa, where the school is virtually · the only con~istent 
vehicle for transmission of the exercis e s required to foster . 
a particular. type of thinking, especially in a child·population 
whose p·a:r-ents are largely illiterate • 

. ' '· . 
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The clinching piece of evidence for this decision was found 
when the norms for the N.I.P . R. Mental Alertness Test, that 
had been tried out in South Africa, were compared with the 
Rhodesian Norms that the Survey had gathered in the Urban 
Pilot Survey . The test is largely one of verbal adaptability. 
By this is meant the capacity to manip~late relational think~ 
ing in English or a simila:r Indo-European language. For Afri
can Children this is a comp lex mental task, since English 
i·t self' may condition the type of ·verbal concept required, and 
the exact relationship of language structure to the nature 
of thought its·elf' may differ (Biesheuvel, 1958) from Indo
European to Bantu Languages. Nevertheless, verbal adaptabil
ity tests combine ability to think relationally in, and skill 
in adapting to the conceptual mould of, English. Test scores, 
it is considered, will then be combinations of general and 
specific ability, largely qualified by achievement patterns 
in English. The Harare mean on the Mental Alertness Test . 
was 21.1 1 compared with the South African Form I rural mean 

· of 20, and urban mean of 23*. Here then, is the most unselect
ed Standard 6 group in Mashonaland, Southern Rhodesia, strad
dling the highly selected First Form South African group . 
hgain, the South ~frican Fourth Form means on the same test 

.. were Rural, 30, and Urban, 34-35 points of raw score. Com
pared with a First Form group of 70 pupils at a Mission· School 
in Southern Rhodesia, who had an averag e of 31-32 points. 

The Bantu educational policy in South Africa insists 
that the Vernacular languages must predominate. In Rhodesia, 
English is taught as soon as possible. Thesetwo sets of results, 
then, may indicate that the English medium teaching in Rhodesia 
has resulted (a) in a greater ability in English in a shorter 
time and (b) in a much more flexible manipulation of the type 
of concept that is necessary for constructive relat~onal thought 
of th~ sort demanded by scholastic training in a Western technw 
ological environment. The argument by Silvey (1962) that variety 
of environment was liable to be a more important factor than 
formal schooling in the development of conceptual flexibility 
may indeed be true where the standard of tefiching, the curriculum 
it~elf, and the time devoted to various aspects of the curriculum 
are more or less homogenous . Yet one might suppose that the 
variety of environmental surroundings would be greate r in 
South Africa than in Rhodesia, because of its greater industrial
isation and more numerous white population; but it is diffic
ult not to conclude that the type of schooling g iven seems to 
be as crucial a factor as environment, judged from these compa~ 
risons and the evidence of the r e search cited. The Rhodesian 
sample, then, for . all these reasons, was built round the school, 
in the belief that our tests may be far more hindsightful (cr. 
Schwarz 1961, p. 6) scholastically and environmentally, than 
they have proved to be in ·western socie.ties. How far ahead 
they will predi6~,or how foresightful they will prove , is a 
matter yet to .be discovered. Our sampling frame, by virtue of 
the grading of schools by Inspectors, and by an addi tio.nal 
index of teaching efficiency that we have devised on the ba~is 
ot past Q results, will perhaps permit analysis of covariance 
in order to assess the effect of a school's quality on the score 
of the individual in this particular part of Rhodesia . 

Admi~tering the tests to the two samples described above 
was a challenging and exacting task. It was soon realised 
that the skills required were those of the te~cher . Schwarz 
(1961) has formulated nine principles for the administration 
and construction of tests for African populations . Some of 
these are certainly applicable, particularly his first maxim 

·"Test procedures should not presuppose any response as being 
automatic. Every response should be taught". However, a 
standard procedure was evolved that was essentially architectonic . 
in nature. As we dealt with each test in turn similarities in 

* The South African figures are approximate , being taken from 
the norm sheet kindly g iven by Mr . A.O.H. Roberts of N.I . P.R. 
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in recording procedures were emphasised , reinforced and demons~ 
trated, so that by the end of the morning needed to apply the 
battery, the children di~,in fact , res pond automatically , Both 
testers were trained teacherg and constant discuss~on, observa-
tion and conference fixed the procedures early in the programme . 
Instructions were given in Eng lish : Individual pupil participa
tion and questions were features of demonstrations . In f 'ac:t/ 
normal classroom pr~.edures were used, and here we part company 
with Schwarz who recommends that test procedures should differ 
sharply from school routines . True, new notions should be present
ed in an alive , interest e d and at times dramatic manner , as he 
suggests·, but as teachers, we could see nothing abnormal in this . 
Maximum: oooperation, we found, was not so much a question of present
atLon , but a question of all~ying fear, suspicion and lack of con
fidence, when it arose, by personal kindness , attention, and face
saving for the pupil in difficulties , by enlisting the aid of the 
class teacher and getting his assistance at every opportunity and 
by ensuring that the headmaster personally introduced us to our 
classes as people to be trusted . An interesting effect, we found, 
was exerted by Raven's Progressive Matrices . When the children 
and the teachers saw this t e st, they accepted it no~ as a ' foreign ' 
test, but as one in which day-to - day school work could exert no 
influence, so that they really thoug ht there was no bias in the 
test situation towards the traditional Q examination. Admiration 
for this · type of test was expressed time and ag ain, and also for 
the g eneral make up of the other tests, which sugge sted careful 
organisation and planning . All these things , small in themselves, 
but together cumulative, smoothed our way through a difficult 
period in Southern Rhodesi a , following the banning of the Zimbabwe 
African People's Union in September, by which time we were three 
weeks into a nine - week field trip that took us 3,000 miles round 
Mashonaland, and into its furthermost geographical regions , reserves 
and purchase areas . We used mission centres as bases and radiated 
to out-schools from these. The urban areas were completed first 
and this gave us an interesting c omparison between the tempo of 
work in these schools compared with the rural schools . A few 
comments,merely observational, but related to the general problem 
of test administration are offered on this . It was found that .the 
rural children tended to work, as a class, at a more or less uniform 
rate. True, there was little need to hurry , since the tests were 
generously timed . The tempo in urban areas was far roore varied, 
and this difference we took to reflect radical differences in 
cultural adaptation . This pe rhaps, was also a function of the less 
selected population in the urban schools, a fact that would imply 
different rates of work, but we deliberately gave a time warning 
on several occasions and w ere rewarded by a raising of tempo, or 
attempts to do this, by even the slowest and apparently least able 
pupils in urban schools, while in rural schools , there seemed to 
be a sense of fatalism about it all and little visible change could 
be observed. Smith's (1948) work with Hebridean children shows 
how leisurely environment can affect intelligence test responses , 
so that the maxim that tests for African children should be tests 
of power rather than speed and its corrollary that tests should 
not be constructed in such a ·way as t o make differences of approach 
a handicap, seem to be upheld from our observations . 

In case ~t should be thought that we are advocating general 
rules for test administration, it must be said that the pilot study 
investigation taugh t us caution in this . The Raven Test was 
tried out in three different ways, in order to measure t he effect 
of the different presentations on groups drawn from the same popula
tion. In one, a simple introduction was g iven to the test and a 
story concocted about a hole in a shirt that needed patching . In 
the second and third, a flannelgraph build up of six different 
examples of t est items was demonstrated for each, the only differe 
nce being th a t one group was allowed to go throug h the t e st in a 
single unit of time, and the other have the test broke n up into its 
five sections, timed separately . We eventually decided that the 
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first method was preferable, since, as the Congo Studies 
(1958) on the Raven showed, the results of the second and 
third methods narrowed the standard deviations and decreased 
the internal consistency of the test (see Appendix B). In 
~ddition, ~he simpler a test is to administer, the more 
easily it can be used by practising teachers as a local 
tool, with reference to the norms collected for it by:· invest
igation. Silvey (1962) has found, however, that in Uganda 
it i~ preferable to use a modification of one of the alter
natives, and once again the vastness of Africa illustrates 
how experiment under local conditions makes something of 
general principles, however well intentioned they may be, 
and however well founded they a re locally, an absolute 
necessity. 

Our all-over debt to schools was large, partioularly 
in the Pilot Study, where concurrent validities with (a) · 
school examinations, (b) streaming or continuous educability 
estimates and (c) personal assessment made by the teachers, 
were all -,tried, The problem of finding a criterion as 
Tr,vers (1949) and Dale (1960) point out,was complex~ The· charge 
that the criterion had been arranged by the exper~ments, or 
that it omitted something vital, which Dale makes against 
the usual type of validity study, had to be considered most 
carefully, yet Rodger 's (1949) statement, that selection 
mechanisms had to be "technically sound, administratively 
convenient and politic ally defensible " was never far from ·· 
our preliminary thoughts . At first , al l three were tried 
~ndependently, as Appendix A shows. Then, after agreeing 
with staffs that the school examinations should remain as 
the main criterion (mainly on the basis of Rodger's last 
two criteria) to add the streaming, or continuous educabi-
lity, estimates to the test battery , since we know that these 
had been provided before the mock Q examinations had been 
given, whereas the teachers' personal assessments given 
after the mock Q, by four out of the five schools sampled, 
have remarkable and probably spurious relationship to the 
mock Q. results , and were therefore discarded , since their 
inclusion would have greatly inflated multiple correlations 
with the school examinations on .which they were based. 

The interesting result of multiple correlation-between 
school examinations and the tests used was the variation 
in these corr~latione from school to school . They varied 
from ,589 to .870, with pooled cqrrelation* of . 611 . The 
highest correlation occurrred in the school where only one 

·person had dealt wi th marking and assessing , In other 
words, where teachers marked their own class examinations, 
as they were reported to have done in all the schools where 
the pupils were randomly selected fr om three or four streams, 
the correlation of the tests with the criterion could have 
suffered because of p ossible error variance in the criteri6n . 
itself. Another possibility is that the school examinations 
tested different things in different schools . The closer 
the examinations came to t e sting what our tests tested, the 
closer the correlation between them and our tests' scores 
would come to unity, if the t e s ts were functioning correctly 
and accurately. Of course both variance in marking and 
ottterion instability could act together to cause differences 
in validity from school to school . Silvey's experience (1962, 
p,8) of correlation between school examinations and Raven 
may be a function of this. While this is so, it would indicate 
differences in approach from school to school that we have 
already no t ed and hope d to take account of in sampling to 
see whether the final system of selection will have to become 
statistically sensitive to such differences . 

j 

• Not altogether accurate, because independent school examinations 
were not commonly scaled. 
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The reason, however, may lie in another direction altoge- · 
ther, as was pointed out by Mr . A. o . H. Roberts of N. I . P.R. in 
a communic·ation to the writer . The multiple correlations with 
the criterion depend on the validities of the individual measures 
used . Adopting postulated population valve9 for the validities 
of individual tests, it was found tha t only in school 5 (see 
Appendix B. Table 2 . ) did two test vali dities fall outside the 
95 per cent confidence limits for the population values . In 
other words, it is perfectly possible that the differences ~in 
multiple correlation were due to chance fluctuations within tne 
sample of which the five sub - groups formed a part . Enough has been 
done , however , to show that concurrent validity in the . pilot stu dy 
varied from school to school , and varied enough within the l imi t s 
of chance , to make pooled predictions difficult . Our conclusions 
must , it seems , be in line with those of Wantman (1962 a . ) who 
stat es that tests are more valid from one school to another than 
from a number of schools to another, unless one has time to adopt, 
in practical exercise , the statistical sophistication of Tucker 
(1960) who makes use of factor analysis to provide a model for 
within schools · correlation of a criterion with variables from a 
number of schools whose grades and marks are not comparable . 

Before leaving the question of validity , it must .be noted that 
t he addition of t h e s treami ng or continuous educability estimate 
greatly increased the multiple correlation with school examinations . 
It can be argue d that examination results are a function of stream
ing, and this may be true . However , no scaling of these estimates 
was attempted and they carry with them the errors that are made 
by schools, so that considerable overlap may occur between performance 
in one class and another . Moreover , there was enough of an improve" 
ment to allow the conclusion that teachers do know the capabilities 
of their children, and in accordance wit~ the classical study of 
McLelland (1942) and the later confirmation of Emmett and Wilmut 
(1952), Bosomworth (1953) , Vernon (1957) , Yates and Pidgeon ( 1957 ) 
and especially Wantman 1 s (1961 ) report of his work in Malaya , it was 
decided to get such an estimate from each class teacher in the field 
study and feed it in as a possibly important factor for prediction of 
success . The last of the practical problems co~cerns the traditional 
Q examination . The terms of the Survey included an investigation 
into the fitness of the Q to predict success in Secondary schools . 
At present, very little criterion evidence is to hand except the pre
liminary probes already reported. Some internal evidence has, however , 
come to hand from the collation of 1962 Q results from the sample . 
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TAB.LE 1* 

Summary of Q Examination Sub-Test ·scores 
at various Percentile Points 

s. Rhodesia 1962 . (N = 1819) 

II Pass Median 65th 75th 85th 95th 
Subject llPo ssible and % 50th% ile % ile % ile % ile % ile 

II 
II a . u· b c d e f g 
II 
II 3 
II 

2 2 5 

English 1 . 
II 55 (28) 34% 25 ~ 28 30 -:)52 --J 57 II __:l 

II 2' , 2 4 
Eng l ish 2 . II 70 (55) 92% 45 ~ 49 ~51 ~55 ----4 5'i 

II 
II 

(50) 85% 
7 ~ ~85 8 

J\.rithmetic 1 11100 68 ~ 75 80 - -f 9~ 
II 8 ~' 

7 . . 
~~ 7~ Arithmeti c 2 11 100 (50) 51~ 41 ~ 49 55 .......,....-62 

II -, 
Mental 

II 
25 (15 ) 72% 15 . 5 .2.5 18 1 19 -42o ~,. 2~ II ~ ~ II 

(25) --4 --4 56 ~58 5 
H. C .A.. II 50 809b 51 54 -) 4J II 

II 
(25) 86% -~' -4 56 -458 

2 
G.N . S. II 50 32 55 ---.) 4C 

:: " .. .. . ~ 
II 

21 34 Totals II 50.5 19 
II 

~ -~263 ~~278 . ~1) 29~ G. Total Q. 11 400 200 85% 240 255 
~ ~ 

• The results are in columns as follows: 

... ( al Possibl e mark 
(c Median 
(d 65th percentile 
(f) 85th percentile 

(b) 

(e) 
(g) 

Arbitrary pass mark and pe rcentage 
of sampl e bettering this . · 
75th percentile 
95th percentile 

Figures above arrows indicate differences in raw scores between 
the percentage points . · 

H.c . A. = 
G.N.S. = 

History ~ Current Affairs . 
Geography - Nature Study. 

Totals - sum of percentile 
Differences in raw scores 
for each test . 

At present , c andidates may fail the Q in one of three ways: (a) 
a failure to obtain half marks in the tot a l of the two English 
examinations . (b) a failure to obtai n half marks in total gained 
from the average of the two Arithmetic tests, plus the Mental 
Arithmetic, and (c) a failure to obtain , even if (a) and (b) are 
fulfilled, a total of 200 marks out of 400 . F rom Column b in 
Table 1, it wil l be seen that the two most difficult papers were 
English (34% above pass) 1 and Arithmetic 2 (51% above pass .) 
The others show that the pass mark, arbi trarily set , could be i 
att ained by all but the poorest of pupi ls . Even so, the averaging 
of the two English and two Ari throe tic papers would remove mos t of :th e 
sting from the difficult tests, since the diff icult tests happen 
to be paired with two of the easiest pape rs . As a pass -or-fail 
test, set at the end of eight years of educ ation , the Q may serve 
its purpose . The Q, may , on these figures, show that the teachers 
~n the schools aampled have reached a high degree of proficiency 
in drilling their pupils to pass . English 2 , (Comp rehension, 
Grammar, etc.) Arithmeti c 1 (Me chanical) -and the t wo 1 General 1 

P apers (H.c.A . & G. N.S.) have been taught a larming ly well . 
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However, this test h a s bee n used since 1960 as a sel e ction 
device for the secondary schools, ag ain with arbitrary cut-off 
points, using the Global Q marks as the: yardstick. The p oint 
to note in Tabl e 1 is the way i n which the examination total 
spreads the g roup . Only a fter the 85th pe rcentil e does the 
examination as a whole start to show signs that it has proved 
that it can spread the pupils over a l a r g e rang e of marks . 
Between the 65th and 75th percentile, only 10 _points of raw 
score, if these marks were to represent the who le of Southern 
Rhodesi a , would separate 10 per cent of th e total of candidates 
presented (some 16,000) and this a f ter examinations lasting a 
total of over 10 hours . As some 25 per c ent of the total find 
post-primary p lac e s eithe r in boarding or day secondarie s or in 
vocational training and the border zone is critical , it is preci 
sely in the 65th - 75th percentile area that the examination 

. should demonstrate mos t clearly. This, on th e Global Q mark , 
is where it is weakest . It should be noted, however , that if 
the Arithmetic and Eng lish tests were not averaged b e fore being 
totalled as they are at present , the indication g iven by the 

, addition of single t e st score differences between the percentiles ~ 
is that the r ange mi ght increase . This is not necess arily so , 
h~w.e-ver,:, since the total range an d v ariance will only increase 
if the individual tests tend to put th e same pu p ils in the same 
order - and our r esults do not, a t this stag e, indicate if they 
do this . 

Our problem here , howe yer, is not just on e of increasing 
discriminative p ower at crucial range s , but of educ a ting a public 
into realising that th e day of arbitrary cut-off p oints mus t come 
to an end soon. I n Ma shona land in 1962, only 5 per cent of our 
sample ( which is represent ative~ gained a Grade 1 pass (over 300 · 
marks) compared with 15 . 6 and 12 .3 pe r cent i n 1S60 and 196l . 
A Grade 1 pass _has, before this, been thi pre -requisite for entry 
into a secondary schoo l offering four years of education to entrant . 
This year, h eadmasters , staffs and childre n have al l been surprised 
and upset . The si tuati on is entirely due to the system of arbitrary 
cut-off points that take no account of annual v ariations in popula
tion ability and in examination diffi culty. This type of result · 
can only be expe cted as a more and more unselected group attains 
Standard 6 as the years pass . Accusations ·will be many and the 
Grade system must become fle x i b le, r athe r than ri g id, and depend 
on the systematic gathering of norm a tive d a ta before decisions 
for grades of passes are made . At present , t h e data collected 
from the samp le are be.i ng tr ans formed into Standar d Scores and 
Stanines, so that each test wil l h aveequal weight , a nd that each 
test will be c omp arab le wi th any_ oth e r . This is as g ood a base-· 
line as any from which to start more comp l ex procedures . 

This section on the practi c a l p rob l em s of the Me ntal Ability 
Survey in Southern Rhodesia has dealt with samp ling , t e st admini • 

strat ion, the choosing of criteria and the structure of t he Q 
examination. A shift in e~is t o the theoretic a l hypotheses 
that hav e come out of th e work so far wi ll occupy the l as t part 
of this paper . 

The question of what; .in f a ct, we h ave been t e sting in this 
type of study h as al r eady been exp lored by various writers , part
icularly Bie sheuvel. Although .many reas ons have been advanced 
for not comp aring t e st scor e s ~ adi by Europeans and Africans on 
the same tests, not the l east of which h as been the impos sibility 
of equa ting e nvironment for the g roups under c omp a rison, no write r 
has yet taken wha t seems to b e the log ica l step of st a~ing that 
the meaning of test scores for African g roups, a t present , is 
distinctly different from th at which c a n be .g iven to similar 
test scores for g roups in western societies . This move then , 
makes possible a meaning of inte llig ence that is neither intel~ 
li gence A, genetib po tentia l, nor intellig enc e B, " the actual · 
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level of comprene nsion, learning and problem solving in this 
(western) culture" (Hebb, 1949,. p.2 'S9)., ~v>hich is a .condition of 
environm~nt, nor (Vernon, 1957) intelligence C, a sample of 
B given ~y any t e st . The meaning of African intelligence 
may, at this stag e of the development of its people~, be 
different from any of thes e , because of several sharply 
conditioning factors requinng an interpretation of test 
scores that will not fit into the above categories. This 
meaning we may designate Intelligence X. 

Already in this paper , an example has been given of 
the difference in test scores between South African and 
Rhodesian Sunday School children. This was attributed 
largely to a variation in schooling. The individual studies 
of Gordon (1924) and Asher (1935) illustrated early in the 
history of intelligence test~ng that educationally deprived 
sub-groups within western cultures did less well than those 
receiving a normal· education. · The South African/Rhodesian 
results, of course, raise the question of what is a normal 
education. There is no answer t6 this, since children in 
any country rec e i v e the edua.ation t~at is laid down for them 
by the law. African education in Souc!.L Africa, however, in 
terms of the results of this test of verbal adaptability , 
shows up b a dly wi th e ducation in Rhodesia. The South African 
groups coul d b e said to be less intelligent , for all their 
superior educatio~ . The criticism to this argument may be 
that the test of Mental Al e rtness is more of an attainment 
test than an intelligence test. Vernon (1957) argues that 
the distinction b etween the two types of test is often blurred 
and , in fact, "the t e sts are the better for being so . But 
the critics hav e a point , and a valuable one , for our argu
ment . Score s on te s ts of Mental Alertness may indeed, in 
African soci eti ~ s,, b e far more tests of attainment than 
intelligence. .In othe r words , the percentage of variance due 
to genetic potential may be considerably less than it is in 
Weste rn societies . The 80% genetic and 20% environmental 
ratio so oft e n quoted, may require drastic revision in Africa, 
simply bec a u s e of a cultural anomaly . Anthropologists and 
psychologists h a v e been quick to point out differences between 
groups in their social organisation. However, there has 
been general a gre eme nt about the homogeneity of the lives 
of rural Afric a n p eop le g rowing up in comp arable surroundings 
(Schwarz, 1961), t he c ommun a l r e st r ictions on individually 
centred -intellectual activities, ( Winterbottom , 1948, p . 56) 
and the general ag r eeme n t that Afric an societies, considered ·_ 
together , f ·ar more r e s emb le each other than they do European 
societies (Bieshc uvel , 1952, b). The g reat difference, 
however, within African soci e ty , is the degree of ac cultu-
ration of the individual - the de gree to which he has been 
exposed to Western h ab its, v a lues, and learning on the one 
hand and on the other, the extent to whi ch he can command 
a degree of schematic a l flexibility with which to absorb, 
integrate ·and k e ep c onc ep tual ly mobile all the skills he 
requires for ·suc ce s s ful participation in conversation, p ract
ical and ac a demic skills , thoug h at a pr e - determine d Wes tern 
levels These t wo v a ri ab les , cul t ural exp osure and schematical 
flexibility, of which t he latter may be a function of the 
former , are the crux of mental testing in Africa. Our t est s 
may be tests of attainment , not just in the sense of acquiring 
school drills and s kil l s, but of attainme nt in a wider social 
s e nse, whose exact contribution to the test score is unkown, 
because of the heterog eneit y of the population in their opport
unity to acquire such backg round , when education is not , as 
it is in Western societies, univers a l between the ages of six 
and sixte e n. Until we know the precise contribu tion of environ
ment to a t e st score wh ich is considered to be derived from a 
test of intelliger.8e according to its Western precepts , we cannot 
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argue that we are estimating Intelligence B, as Hebb would 
seem to think, with any degree of accuracy that will predict, 
as tests of Intellige nce B do in Western societies, with any
thing like the ef fe ctiveness of intelligence tests used on 
Europeans . 

For European children educational background, language , 
opportunity for conceptUal .. growth , end , even , environment are 
far more tram- lined to reading and school-readiness, and individ
ual genetic potential can exercise a much more weighty effect 
on test scores then in Africa , where censor mechanisms of an 
economic, social and linguistic nature may act indiscriminately 
on genetic potential to such an extent as to blanket , for the 
individual , its effect on test scores . 

There are several ways in which, at present , environment a l 
factors could act permanently on individual African genetic 
potential . Schooling , as was said, is one of them . It is 
per haps the most interesting. point of all investigations com
paring non~European with European scores on the same tests 
that the gaps are narrowest at the beginning of schooling and 
widest at the end of it . Shuey ' s (1958) catalogue of results 
illustrates this most cl ear ly . Tests do not me a sure the same 
things at different stages in development , and the gaps in 
score do not, therefore, mean the same thing nor are they 
necessarily equateble in size . It could be that tests in the 
early stage s of development do not demand skills of a high 
verbal order, whereas at the end of schooling they do , since 
it is precisely this type of skill that has most to offer in a · 
highly complex industrial civilisation . 

The crux may indeed lie, in later life, in the type of 
language which has b'een handed on in a particular culture . 
Biesheuvel . (1962. a) sums U? this argument as follows :-

"The characteristics of a language spoken by a people 
therefore determine to a .very large extent the nature 
of their thought processes, particularly the extent to 
which these can function at the conceptual level •••• the 
manner in which the problems (in tests) are formulated 
and the thought processes required for their solution ••• 
are still characteristic of the Indo -European languages". 

Although English is tau~ht as a second lang uage almost from the 
start of schooling in Central Africa , it does not become fully 
the medium until at l east two, more often three or four years 
of schooling . And here another factor enters into the discussion. 
The work of Hebb and Piaget both give weight to the theory that 
certain stages of readiness in the behaviour of an organism 
demand certain types of stimuli for the full maturity of the 
organism's p otential . Should these stimuli be withheld , then 
atropy and rigidity in behaviour could well-nigh result . If , 
then, Biesheuvel's (1958) c omment tha t "performance also depends 
on a process of logical r easoning which r equi res verbal concepts 
that are not characteristic of African languages" is so, then · 
the combination of late familiarity with the "conceptualistics" 
of Indo-European languages and the lack of certain elements of 
these concepts in Central Bantu languages would produce a doub l e 
barrier to the African child 1 s mental growth in a Western 
society that might n eve r be overcome . result from the Rhodesian 
Pilot Study encourages this hypothesis . At present there is a 
small, persistent, but statistically insignificant negative correla
tion between ·age and test scores . We need further evidence to show 
whether or not this correlation is a chance one or not; but if i~ 
is not, then late entry to school for the older children could mean 
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that they have, in fact, passed the optimum period for mental 
stimulus on entry and that the " ge neral level of complexity 
and flexibility" of their schemata (Vernon, 1960, p, 39) had 
been permanently lowered. The much more complex problem of 
investigating the effect of early concept development in the 
African vernacular, with its relation to the type of concept 
formed by the European child, has yet to be t~ckled. 

African society at present , then, may hand on a language 
that has gaps in it for the purpose of early forming of schemata 
that our tests take for granted; and the policy of its school~ 
ing may be such as to make the start to filling these through 
famili:arity . with a European language too long delayed for many. 
Is it possible, therefore, to place the same meaning on the word 
intelligence when we h ave tested African children as when we test 
European children ? Can we isolate the variance due to thes e 
two factors to such an extent as to make the rank order of the 
individuals tested as precise as it is in European schools ? 
And if we did, would the result in terms of rank order mean the 
same thing for both groups? At present the answer to these 
questions is, surely, no. Hence, although Nissen et. al. (1935) 
and Biesheuvel (1943 , 1952, a , b,c ,) and others have used the 
term 'adaptability ' rather than intelligence, in order to ensure 
that comparisons between European and African t e st scores were 
not erroneously made , the general nature of the term seems to 
hide the point that all types of mental activity feed back to 
genetic potential, Intelligence A, and in order to preserve that 
link, specialised meaning s of Intelligence B, such as Intelligence 
X, are preferable , Biesheuvel , in discussion with the writer, 
has come back repeatedly to the universality of g , the general 
factor. His own work (1952 (c), 1954) with the 1 General adapt
ability' Battery showed that a g eneral factor, accounts for 45% 
of the variance in scores, when the Battery was factorised , 
Vernon (1961) reports* a two factor result from tests given to 
African re.cruits .. , one of which was general adaptability to the test 
situation, the other quite close to ' g '. While we have no wish 
to quarrel with the extent to which 'g' might be universal in 
any test devised in Western societies to predict academic or 
near-academic success, wherever it happened to be administered, 
the variance due to t e st situation adaptability in Western 
cultures is minimised , for all the reasons giv en above , just 
as it is maximised for African children. The score we ge t 
from these tests , then, must be a composite which at present 
we have broken down only in hypothesis - and it could further 
be broken down in terms of env~nmental ri g idity and simplicity 
(Of. Biesheuvel and Liddicoat, 1959, Vernon 1960, p . 39), and so 
on. 

'Adaptability', then, is the general term for a whole 
series of complex variables involying several distinct types 
of 'adaptability' that together produce 'X' scores on the type 
of test we are using at present. Intelligence X, then, is not 
Intelligence A, nor Intelligence : B, nor , indeed, Intelligence 
C. It is a global composito which requires a special meaning 
of its own, until the precise relationship of these scores to 
what we consider is intelligence B has been worked out • 

• Noted by Silvey (1962) 
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APPENDIX A. 

CORRELATIONS OF TEST BATTERY WITH SCHOOL EXAMINATIONS 

STREAMING AN D ASSESSMENTS . 

(N ::: 204) 

SCHOOL CRITERIA RAVEN M. Al . c. s. N. A. S.; "N • 

s. Exams . . 302 . 523 .2 29 . 445 .337 

1 . Streaming .343 , 400 . 297 . 539 . 258 

Assessments .. - .. - -
s. Exams . . 359 . 477 • 239 ~ 2.3.1 ..50~ . 

2 . Streaming . 567 . 566 . 347 . ·247 .443 
.. . . .. 

Assessments . 239 .395 . 194 . 177 . ·· .. -2 92. . 

s~ Ex.ams . . 537 . 631 . 169 . 4Ei3 . 641 

3, Streaming 
I 

. 615 . 561 .177 .3 92 .565 
...... 

Assessments , 270 , 161 . 352 • 010 . 481 

S • . Exams . . 468 . 594 . 498 . 463 .381 

4 . Streaming . 397 . 140 . 4 78 . 291 .• 234 

Asse~sments . 212 . 419 . 418 . 2 90 ,204 

s. Exams . , 657 . 602 . 332 . 740 . 793 

·s. St reaming . 800 • 792 .568 .906 .751 

Assessments . 503 .578 . 2a8 .5 96 . 701 

~11 s. Exams • . 456 ,559 .2 76 . 448 . 483 

~chools Streaming . 497 . 499 .354 , 46 5 , 445 

Abbreviations used in the tab l es are as follows : 

M ~ mean ; S.D. = Standard Deviation; Rtt = Kuder- Riohards on 

estimate of consistency; S . Exams = School Examinations: 

Stream= Streaming; Raven= Raven ' s Progressive Matrices; 

M1 AL, = N. I . P . R. Me~tal Alertness; c. s. = Comp ound Series; 

N,A , = Numerical Ability and S . N. = N, I . P . R. Spiral Nines , 



ii. 

APPENDIX B . 

TABLE 1 . 

M!!NS ST.AND.ARD DEVI.ATION·s AND. 

ESTIMATES OF RELIABILITY . 

. TEST N M s·. D. Rtt 
··' . 

Raven (1) 89 24 . 78 11 . 23 e8 96 
' 

Raveni (2) 
: 

49 29 . 96 ? . 17 - .. 721 . . . . ' 
I 

Raven: (3) 
. 

79 
. 

26 . 94 7'.83 
. 

• 767 . 
Mental Alertness 204 21.11 6.88 .741 . -

Compound Series 204 20.00 6 . 87 • 729 ·-· 

Nuznber Abili't y 204 44 . 75 15·. 93 -
Spiral Nines 204 36.53 7 .09 .686 

Table 1 shows the mean a nd standard deviations of al l tests 
used ·in the ba:tte ry, an·d estimates, e xcE;Jp't for Numerical .Ability 
(N • A • .) of in te.rnal c ons.i s tency. 

It'" will be' noted that a ll t e sts show fair r e liability, 
although the reliabili-t-y .for Mental .Alertness and Spir'al Nines 
is worth considerably more than that for Morrisby' s Compound 
Serie's, : which 'is a homo'geneous t .est, while the former are not. 

'Raven·, under t€s;ting ·coondi tion 1, which had no c oaching and a 
, tim~ . li~it . of ~o : minutes , gave the .biggest standard deviation 
' and the greatest reliability. The ·other two conditions served 
orily to reduce. the spr~ed of s6o~es and the test ' s c~nsistency . 

One can cbnclude, ~herefore: that th~ ~orrisby results are 
scarcely satisfactory in the Rhodesian situation, but that the 
Raven results under condition 1 a re comparable with those of the 
Congo and encourage its further use . Either of the t wo N. I .P. R. 
tests cou_ld be used wi:th reasonable satisfaction, wh ile the 

... Numericai Ability Test · shows qualities of spreading the group as 
a whole . 

"' 



.... 

School N 

1 4? 

2 38 

3 
' 

46 

4 38 

5 36 

' . 
411 po4 

iii. 

· TABLE 2 . 

Validities, Beta-weights, Multiple R 
and postul ated Population 
Coefficients for Pilot 

Study Battery. 

It · 

II 
1 2 3 4 5 II 

II 
If' Mental Comp. Number Spiral 
II Ravens 
II Alert;n.Series Ability Nines 
II 

If 

Validity II' 11.302 .5 23 .229 .445 .337 
Weight 11.040 

II 
.3 83 .115 .260 1-.03 9 

II 

:: 
ValidJ.ty II , 359 .477 .239 . 231 .302 

II 
.534 1-.182 f-. 22 9 . 140 Weight llo 201 

II 
II 
II .. 

Validity II. 537 .631 .169 . 463 .641 
II Weight 11 . 105 .315 1-. 13 2 .063 .353 
II 

II 
It 

Validity lie 468 .594 .498 .463 .381 
Weight II 2 .349 .359 .074 1-.048 11• 81 

II . 

II 
II 

Validity llo 657 .602 .332 . 740* .793* 
Weight II 2 .057 -.129 .142 .501 11 • 00 

II 

Validity 
II 
u. 456 .559 .276 . 448 .483 

Weight II .322 1-.008 .063 .198 11 •156 
II 

II 

Post.ulated Population 
ll 
II 0 45 • 55 .30 • 45 .50 
II 
It 

II 
·II 
11M 
11 Multi-II 
II ple 
:: R 
II 
II .584 II 
II 
II 
II 

:: . 
II • 522 
II 

:: 
II 
II 
II 
II 

.699 

!: 
II 
II 

.730 II 
II 
II 
II 

II . 
II 
II • 870 
II 

:: 
II 

.611 II 
II 

:: 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 

• Significantly different from postulated population correlation 
value at 5 per cent, t wo-tai led level. All other differences 
not significant. · 
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